EPA LOGO & SEAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR SIGNAGE PRODUCED BY
EPA ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT RECIPIENTS
EPA’s logo is a two-leaved flower, without stem, accompanied
by the Agency’s initials to the right. The EPA logo is the primary
identifier for use on construction grant signage. Assistance
agreement recipients are not required to receive EPA approval
to use the EPA logo when used in accordance with the terms and
conditions of their assistance agreement award.

PREFERRED USE
Use the preferred presentation of the logo on products that do not have enough space
for the full logo with text. It may also be used in the presence of other logos.

The official seal of EPA is circular and is comprised of the
two-leaved flower, with stem, encircled by the title UNITED
STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. The EPA seal may
be used only when official comparable seals are used and the
recipient has received prior written EPA approval.
It is important that the EPA logo and seal always be reproduced
with consistent high quality. The seal and logo must remain intact
and unchanged (for example, don’t use the flower from the seal
by itself). The logo and seal may only be displayed using either
the standard color scheme or a single color that complements the
background where it appears.

COLOR AND SPACING
• The entire logo and seal must appear in black, gray, or any
uniform color or knock out white on a dark background. The
flower and text may not be different colors. The flower itself may
not contain more than one color. The seal can be monotone or full
color, based on the rest of the seals that it’s placed with.

SIZE AND LOGO WITH OTHER LOGOS
It’s important that all parts of the EPA logo be readable. The EPA logo should not be
reproduced at sizes any smaller than 1.0” height on a sign. There are no maximum size
restrictions as long as the clear space requirements are met. The logo should be made
the same relative size as the other logos on the signage.

1.0”

• The relationship between the flower portion of the logo and
Helvetica type should never be shifted or adjusted.

SIZE AND SEAL WITH OTHER SEALS
When there are multiple state or Federal seals/circular logos, the use of the EPA seal is
appropriate with prior written EPA approval. The EPA seal should be the same size as
the seals that accompany it and should be a minimum of 3 inches in height.

IMPROPER LOGO USAGE

